**Project title:** Self refereed 7 players football

**WHAT**

**BACKGROUND & AIM**
This innovative activity is based on empowering players and the respect of the opponents. The self refereeing is based on good will and individual responsibility.

**DESCRIPTION**
Organisation of football match but with tow 25 minutes half-time, a half football field, 3 substitutes, players can go out and go in the match as many time as they want. Self refereeing (each players is a referee and responsible of the game).

**WHEN, WHERE AND HOW**

**TIMING & LENGTH**
Duration and period ? A match can be organised at any time of the year.

**PLACE**
City, region, Country ? All over the France.

**LEVEL**
Level of the project (Local, regional, national, international) ?
It is organised at the different level, from the local to the national level (a national championship is organised each year).

**RESOURCES**
Facilities, Equipment, people involved ?
All the people involved are volunteers. Usual football equipment.

**COST & RESULTS**

**APPROXIMATE COSTS**

**RESULTS**
Outcomes of the project ?
The outcomes are that few friends can easily create a team. The rules are created to promote an attractive game, and to responsabilize players and decrease the violence and the number of injuries.

**SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENTS IN CASE OF DUPLICATION**